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become old to spend to go to the book initiation as with ease as search for them. In some cases, you likewise complete not discover the broadcast
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It will not endure many times as we tell before. You can reach it while be in something else at house and even in your workplace. hence easy! So, are you
question? Just exercise just what we present under as without difficulty as evaluation Resolution 8 Male Genital Mutilation Mgm what you when to read!
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Understanding Circumcision George C. Denniston 2013-06-29 Every year, in the United States and the third world combined, 13.3 million boys and 2
million girls are circumcised. Whether because of perceived medical, cultural, or religious necessity, most of these parents feel they have no alternative but
to allow their children to undergo this surgery. Sparking intense debate, the circumcision of children is a highly controversial and complex phenomenon
that touches a variety of sociological areas, such as religious beliefs, identity issues, medical conceptualizations, fear, and superstition. The contributors to
this volume comprise an international panel of experts in the fields of medicine, psychology, law, ethics, sociology, anthropology, history, theology, and
politics. In 18 chapters they discuss the history of circumcision; document the physical and psychological consequences of circumcision; present the latest
anatomical discoveries about the male prepuce; analyze the role of circumcision in various traditions; reveal the medical industry's investment in the
practice; describe current legislative efforts to protect children from circumcision; and outline effective, culturally sensitive methods that are being
implemented today to safeguard the human rights of at-risk children. For its insights into this troubling aspect of culture, Understanding Circumcision: A
Multi-Disciplinary Approach to a Multi-Dimensional Problem is a critically important contribution to the growing body of literature on this subject.
Exploring Media Culture Michael R. Real 1996-09-26 'A beautifully written, intellectually challenging, and highly readable exploration of the mysteries of
contemporary mass media and popular culture. Real does a masterful job of empowering his readers. Students will find this book fascinating, and in some
cases terrifying' - Arthur Asa Berger, San Francisco State University
Circumcision and Human Rights George Denniston 2008-12-23 “There is hardly a reason to circumcise a little boy for medical reasons because those
medical reasons don’t exist”, said Dr. Michael Wilks, Head of Ethics at the British Medical Association, who admitted that doctors have circumcised boys
for “no good reason”. In the United States, parts of Africa, the Middle East, and in the Muslim world, 13.3 million infant boys and 2 million girls have part or
all of their external sex organs cut off for reasons that defy logic and violate basic human rights. Doctors, parents, and politicians have been misled into
thinking that circumcision is beneficial, necessary, and harmless. In Circumcision and human rights, internationally respected experts in the fields of
medicine, science, politics, law, ethics, sociology, anthropology, history, and religion present the latest research on this tragedy, as a part of the worldwide

campaign to end sexual mutilation. They outline steps for eradicating this abusive practice to enable males and females the dignity of living out their lives
with all the body parts with which they were born.
Eradicating Female Genital Mutilation Hilary Burrage 2015-11-28 This ground-breaking handbook details the present situation with regard to female genital
mutilation (FGM) in Britain, referring also to other western nations where FGM occurs. It scrutinizes current pathways to eradicating this often dangerous,
sometimes lethal, form of child abuse and gender-related violence. This book makes the case urgently for developing a shared, coherent model - a multidisciplinary paradigm - as the basis to achieve the eradication of FGM. The text will be required reading for health, legal, educational and social services
professionals, as well as researchers, policy makers, school governors, journalists and other concerned citizens.
Landscape Ecology in Theory and Practice Monica G. Turner 2007-05-08 An ideal text for students taking a course in landscape ecology. The book has
been written by very well-known practitioners and pioneers in the new field of ecological analysis. Landscape ecology has emerged during the past two
decades as a new and exciting level of ecological study. Environmental problems such as global climate change, land use change, habitat fragmentation
and loss of biodiversity have required ecologists to expand their traditional spatial and temporal scales and the widespread availability of remote imagery,
geographic information systems, and desk top computing has permitted the development of spatially explicit analyses. In this new text book this new field
of landscape ecology is given the first fully integrated treatment suitable for the student. Throughout, the theoretical developments, modeling approaches
and results, and empirical data are merged together, so as not to introduce barriers to the synthesis of the various approaches that constitute an effective
ecological synthesis. The book also emphasizes selected topic areas in which landscape ecology has made the most contributions to our understanding of
ecological processes, as well as identifying areas where its contributions have been limited. Each chapter features questions for discussion as well as
recommended reading.
Clinical Case Studies for the Family Nurse Practitioner Leslie Neal-Boylan 2011-11-28 Clinical Case Studies for the Family Nurse Practitioneris a key
resource for advanced practice nurses and graduatestudents seeking to test their skills in assessing, diagnosing, andmanaging cases in family and
primary care. Composed of morethan 70 cases ranging from common to unique, the book compilesyears of experience from experts in the field. It is
organizedchronologically, presenting cases from neonatal to geriatric carein a standard approach built on the SOAP format. Thisincludes differential
diagnosis and a series of critical thinkingquestions ideal for self-assessment or classroom use.
William Faulkner and Southern History Joel Williamson 1995-12-14 One of America's great novelists, William Faulkner was a writer deeply rooted in the
American South. In works such as The Sound and the Fury, As I Lay Dying, Light in August, and Absalom, Absalom! Faulkner drew powerfully on
Southern themes, attitudes, and atmosphere to create his own world and place--the mythical Yoknapatawpha County--peopled with quintessential
Southerners such as the Compsons, Sartorises, Snopes, and McCaslins. Indeed, to a degree perhaps unmatched by any other major twentieth-century
novelist, Faulkner remained at home and explored his own region--the history and culture and people of the South. Now, in William Faulkner and Southern
History, one of America's most acclaimed historians of the South, Joel Williamson, weaves together a perceptive biography of Faulkner himself, an astute
analysis of his works, and a revealing history of Faulkner's ancestors in Mississippi--a family history that becomes, in Williamson's skilled hands, a vivid
portrait of Southern culture itself. Williamson provides an insightful look at Faulkner's ancestors, a group sketch so brilliant that the family comes alive
almost as vividly as in Faulkner's own fiction. Indeed, his ancestors often outstrip his characters in their colorful and bizarre nature. Williamson has made
several discoveries: the Falkners (William was the first to spell it "Faulkner") were not planter, slaveholding "aristocrats"; Confederate Colonel Falkner was
not an unalloyed hero, and he probably sired, protected, and educated a mulatto daughter who married into America's mulatto elite; Faulkner's maternal
grandfather Charlie Butler stole the town's money and disappeared in the winter of 1887-1888, never to return. Equally important, Williamson uses these
stories to underscore themes of race, class, economics, politics, religion, sex and violence, idealism and Romanticism--"the rainbow of elements in human
culture"--that reappear in Faulkner's work. He also shows that, while Faulkner's ancestors were no ordinary people, and while he sometimes flashed a
curious pride in them, Faulkner came to embrace a pervasive sense of shame concerning both his family and his culture. This he wove into his writing,

especially about sex, race, class, and violence, psychic and otherwise. William Faulkner and Southern History represents an unprecedented publishing
event--an eminent historian writing on a major literary figure. By revealing the deep history behind the art of the South's most celebrated writer, Williamson
evokes new insights and deeper understanding, providing anyone familiar with Faulkner's great novels with a host of connections between his work, his
life, and his ancestry.
Vision's Immanence Peter Lurie 2020-03-03 Offering innovative readings of these canonical works, this study sheds new light on Faulkner's uniquely
American modernism.
The Dark Sides of Virtue David Kennedy 2011-06-27 In this provocative and timely book, David Kennedy explores what can go awry when we put our
humanitarian yearnings into action on a global scale--and what we can do in response. Rooted in Kennedy's own experience in numerous humanitarian
efforts, the book examines campaigns for human rights, refugee protection, economic development, and for humanitarian limits to the conduct of war. It
takes us from the jails of Uruguay to the corridors of the United Nations, from the founding of a non-governmental organization dedicated to the liberation
of East Timor to work aboard an aircraft carrier in the Persian Gulf. Kennedy shares the satisfactions of international humanitarian engagement--but also
the disappointments of a faith betrayed. With humanitarianism's new power comes knowledge that even the most well-intentioned projects can create as
many problems as they solve. Kennedy develops a checklist of the unforeseen consequences, blind spots, and biases of humanitarian work--from focusing
too much on rules and too little on results to the ambiguities of waging war in the name of human rights. He explores the mix of altruism, self-doubt, selfcongratulation, and simple disorientation that accompany efforts to bring humanitarian commitments to foreign settings. Writing for all those who wish that
"globalization" could be more humane, Kennedy urges us to think and work more pragmatically. A work of unusual verve, honesty, and insight, this
insider's account urges us to embrace the freedom and the responsibility that come with a deeper awareness of the dark sides of humanitarian governance.
Genital Cutting and Transnational Sisterhood Stanlie Myrise James 2002 Extrait de la couverture : "[This book] is a much-needed response to the
ethnocentric and arrogant Western perceptions surrounding female genital cutting (FGC), often referred to as either female genital mutilation or female
circumcision but including a variety of practices of varying history, severity, geographical distribution, and consequences. In five provocative essays, the
contributors to this timely volume challenge representations of FCG. In doing so, they interweave a range of perspectives, including history, human rights,
law ... Balancing feminist ideals with culturally conscious approaches, they dispel sensationalized and widely accepted concepts about FCG that influence
Western media, law, and feminism thought."
The Whirlwind War Frank N. Schubert 1995 CMH Publication 70-30. Edited by Frank N. Schubert and TheresaL. Kraus. Discusses the United States
Army's role in the Persian Gulf War from August 1990 to February 1991. Shows the various strands that came together to produce the army of the 1990s
and how that army in turn performed under fire and in the glare of world attention. Retains a sense of immediacy in its approach. Contains maps which
were carefully researched and compiled as original documents in their own right. Includes an index.
International Law in the US Legal System Curtis A. Bradley 2020-11-20 International Law in the U.S. Legal System provides a wide-ranging overview of
how international law intersects with the domestic legal system of the United States, and points out various unresolved issues and areas of controversy.
Curtis Bradley explains the structure of the U.S. legal system and the various separation of powers and federalism considerations implicated by this
structure, especially as these considerations relate to the conduct of foreign affairs. Against this backdrop, he covers all of the principal forms of
international law: treaties, executive agreements, decisions and orders of international institutions, customary international law, and jus cogens norms. He
also explores a number of issues that are implicated by the intersection of U.S. law and international law, such as treaty withdrawal, foreign sovereign
immunity, international human rights litigation, war powers, extradition, and extraterritoriality. This book highlights recent decisions and events relating to
the topic, including various actions taken during the Trump administration, while also taking into account relevant historical materials, including materials
relating to the U.S. Constitutional founding. Written by one of the most cited international law scholars in the United States, the book is a resource for

lawyers, law students, legal scholars, and judges from around the world.
Female Mutilation Hilary Burrage 2015-06 The numbers of girls and women affected around the world are staggering. Death is not an uncommon outcome.
Female genital mutilation (FGM) is the partial or complete removal of the external female genitals for cultural rather than medical or religious reasons--its
origin is unknown. Practitioners believe the procedure enhances the girl's health, hygiene, chastity, fertility and marriage prospects--the truth is it
obliterates sexual pleasure, causes severe health problems and is sometimes fatal. This book covers this controversial cultural practice that is taking place
around the world including in Western countries where it is illegal. Read the harrowing stories of women who have been genitally mutilated, their accounts
of survival and their determination to end this injustice. Find out what is being done to combat this crime against women from those committed to see
change. -- Hilary Burrage
House with open door kameel Ahmady House with Open Door A Comprehensive Research Study on White Marriage (Cohabitation) in Iran By: Kameel
Ahmady The study reported in this book by the British-Iranian anthropologist Kameel Ahmady considers both legal and informal coupledom in Iran. It is
hugely broad in scope and also detailed in specifics. In considering the factors which shape young Iranian’s decisions about heterosexual relationships
Ahmady takes us from the end of the secular era of the Shahs of Iran to the modern day ultra-religious administration. We are also guided across many
regions of the globe, and across cultures, from the largely closed communities of decades ago, to the present age of instant global communication and
influence. Ahmady’s endeavours explore a way of living and understanding society that most in the West have rarely encountered. We may know that in
some countries bigamy, even polygamy, is still permitted; we may even know that in some places children are permitted to be married at a very early age
(often, in Iran, girls to older men – but never forget that some western states also permit very young people to marry). What we are less likely to know
however is that Iran has specific contemporarily reiterated legislation allowing ‘temporary’ or ‘white’ marriage (sigheh), whereby the licence is for a
specified duration, in fact anywhere between one hour and 99 years. Nor are we likely to know that sexual involvement outside marriage is increasingly
common in the Iranian metropolises, but also, as confirmed by post-Millennium legislation and, should the authorities so decide on the basis of the
evidence, punishable in some cases by lashing, stoning or even death. Present-day Iran is a complex nation, on the one hand imbibed with centuries of
deeply religious tradition and family strictures, and on the other informed about the modern world by sophisticated and easily accessible technologies
available to millions of highly educated young citizens, men and women alike. In this book Kameel Ahmady sets himself the task of exploring how the
contradictions between these fundamentally conflicting factors are resolved (or not) by the young people in his country of birth. As in many parts of the
world, age of marriage in Iran has risen dramatically over the past few decades; the duration of ‘adolescence’ has increased significantly. Amongst the
most important influences in this trend have been low rates of secure employment, unmet expectations of good jobs by both male and female graduates,
housing problems, inflation, the significant costs (including mehr or dowry) of formal marriage, and poverty and the greater expectation now of autonomy
and self-direction in younger adults. These factors, insofar as they are recognised at all, are a matter of concern, sometimes alarm, on the part of older
family members and traditionalists who fear that their faith, culture and traditions are under threat. Thousands of young Iranians therefore live double lives
– conventionally single in public, but living as ‘married’ couples in private. Since the law concedes nothing to these private arrangements, there is no
protection for the more vulnerable partner, and indeed no prospect of active citizenship for any children born to the couple; these illegitimate offspring,
Ahmady tells us, will not even acquire a birth certificate or rights to education. There is, he says, an urgent necessity for legislators in Iran to acknowledge
and face up to these serious problems and issues. Driving the trend to illicit or temporary ‘marriage’ are a number of matters considered entirely private
and personal in most of western society. Kameel Ahmady’s and his team respondents have a lot to tell us, quite explicitly, about their ‘sexual needs’ and
about the necessity (according to the Iranian Civil Code) or otherwise of virginity before marriage. These are unlikely issues for discussion in most - though
not all - parts of the modern world. For the first time in Iran this book will reveal the hidden and wide-angle aspects of this phenomenon at macro level, with
an emphasis on the Tehran, Mashhad and Isfahan metropolitan areas. #house_ with_ open_ door # Age_of_marriage_in_Iran #temporary_marriage
#white_marriage #cohabitation #Cohabitation_in_Iran #White_marriage_in_Iran # sighe_mahramiat #Gender #gender_problem_in_iran #women

#women_right
Surgical Guide to Circumcision David A. Bolnick 2012-07-25 Surgical Guide to Circumcision is a compendium of the who, what, where, why, and most
importantly, the how of circumcision. Given that one third of the world’s males have undergone this most ancient of surgical procedures, a contemporary
resource on the subject is in order. Most circumcisions are elective with no acute medical necessity; that is, most are done for cultural reasons. Thus, in
addition to being a standard surgical guide for those who perform circumcision, this book is an anthology of circumcision, from its prehistoric roots to its
present day admixture of religion, culture, and medicine. Surgical Guide to Circumcision is a fully illustrated, step-by-step guide to the most common
techniques of circumcision and addresses aspects such as informed consent, religious and cultural sensitivities, pre-exam, post-care, pain control, and
prevention and management of potential complications. Written by experts in the field, Surgical Guide to Circumcision will appeal to family physicians,
pediatricians, obstetricians, midwives, nurses, urologist, and anyone with a general interest in circumcision.
The Big Goodbye Sam Wasson 2020-02-04 From the New York Times bestselling author of Fifth Avenue, Five A.M. and Fosse comes the revelatory
account of the making of a modern American masterpiece Chinatown is the Holy Grail of 1970s cinema. Its twist ending is the most notorious in American
film and its closing line of dialogue the most haunting. Here for the first time is the incredible true story of its making. In Sam Wasson's telling, it becomes
the defining story of the most colorful characters in the most colorful period of Hollywood history. Here is Jack Nicholson at the height of his powers, as
compelling a movie star as there has ever been, embarking on his great, doomed love affair with Anjelica Huston. Here is director Roman Polanski, both
predator and prey, haunted by the savage death of his wife, returning to Los Angeles, the scene of the crime, where the seeds of his own self-destruction
are quickly planted. Here is the fevered dealmaking of "The Kid" Robert Evans, the most consummate of producers. Here too is Robert Towne's fabled
script, widely considered the greatest original screenplay ever written. Wasson for the first time peels off layers of myth to provide the true account of its
creation. Looming over the story of this classic movie is the imminent eclipse of the '70s filmmaker-friendly studios as they gave way to the corporate
Hollywood we know today. In telling that larger story, The Big Goodbye will take its place alongside classics like Easy Riders, Raging Bulls and The Devil's
Candy as one of the great movie-world books ever written. Praise for Sam Wasson: "Wasson is a canny chronicler of old Hollywood and its outsize
personalities...More than that, he understands that style matters, and, like his subjects, he has a flair for it." - The New Yorker "Sam Wasson is a fabulous
social historian because he finds meaning in situations and stories that would otherwise be forgotten if he didn't sleuth them out, lovingly." - Hilton Als
Male Circumcision 2008
Female Infidelity and Paternal Uncertainty Steven M. Platek 2006-08-03 Although commonly believed that males are more promiscuous than females, new
research has revealed that female infidelity is a common occurrence throughout the animal kingdom. Female Infidelity and Paternal Uncertainty is the first
book to address how males deal with the consequences of female infidelity and the strategies they have evolved to try to avoid the possibility of raising an
offspring they unknowingly did not sire. Each chapter deals with a specific evolved strategy developed to aid males in either limiting opportunities for their
mate to be unfaithful or to 'correct' the by-products of infidelity should it occur. With sections including mate guarding, intra-vaginal tactics and paternity
assessment, this book will appeal to researchers and graduate students in behavioral biology, evolutionary psychology, human sexuality, anthropology,
sociology, reproductive health and medicine.
The Munchausen Complex Richard L. Matteoli 2011-03 First Conquer Thyself: Socialization of violence and abuse is often highly structured through the
Munchausen Complex. Munchausen Syndrome occurs when an individual harms themselves for attention and self-glorification. Munchausen Syndrome by
Proxy is when an individual harms another, usually under their care. Attention and self-glorification are achieved through their victim's subsequent medical
treatment. Munchausen Syndrome by Proxy is a crime with a victim. Violence and abuse are often common in families, passed down from one generation
to the next and may be termed Transgenerational Munchausen Syndrome as these families expand and their habits are introduced into society.
Munchausen Syndrome in Collective Transmission occurs when such practices become an acceptable part of society often eventuating into full
acculturation. In this way societies attach themselves to self-glorification with various explanations of justification. A Mandated Report is required to be filed

by health care, legal, social service and educational professionals who suspect child abuse, as well as developers of film. As socialized beings, we are
often unaware why we think what we think and why we do what we do. Exploring beneath the surface, we may discover we are not who we imagine we
are. Are our subtle perversions and aberrations so different from those of the ancients, or other cultures we label primitive? The author was under military
orders not to discuss the subjects presented in this part's Mandated Report on child abuse to the social body for the last six years of his U.S. Navy career.
Censorship is strong when one questions social norms, folkways and rituals that address issues of identity. Internal, interpersonal and professional
conflicts arise.
Science Fiction Film Directors, 1895Ð1998 Dennis Fischer 2011-06-17 This enormous and exhaustive reference book has entries on every major and
minor director of science fiction films from the inception of cinema (circa 1895) through 1998. For each director there is a complete filmography including
television work, a career summary, a critical assessment, and behind-the-scenes production information. Seventy-nine directors are covered in especially
lengthy entries and a short history of the science fiction film genre is also included.
How Tobacco Smoke Causes Disease 2010 This report considers the biological and behavioral mechanisms that may underlie the pathogenicity of
tobacco smoke. Many Surgeon General's reports have considered research findings on mechanisms in assessing the biological plausibility of associations
observed in epidemiologic studies. Mechanisms of disease are important because they may provide plausibility, which is one of the guideline criteria for
assessing evidence on causation. This report specifically reviews the evidence on the potential mechanisms by which smoking causes diseases and
considers whether a mechanism is likely to be operative in the production of human disease by tobacco smoke. This evidence is relevant to understanding
how smoking causes disease, to identifying those who may be particularly susceptible, and to assessing the potential risks of tobacco products.
Feminist Science Studies Maralee Mayberry 2020-03-24 This essential text contains contributions from a wide range of fields and provides role models for
feminist scientists. Including chapters from scientists and feminist scholars, the book presents a wide range of feminist science studies scholarship-from
autobiographical narratives and experimental and theoretical projects, to teaching tools and courses and community-based projects.
Hatred in the Hallways Michael Bochenek 2001 Methods.
Toxic Chemical and Biological Agents Giovanni Sindona 2020-10-19 This book critically assesses the current state of knowledge on new and important
detection technologies, e.g. mass spectrometry, tandem mass spectrometry, biosensor detection and tissue imaging, in connection with toxic chemical and
biological agents. In general, the main topics discussed concern the risks and consequences of chemical and biological agents for human health in
general, with special emphasis on all biochemical and metabolic pathways including the reproductive system. The exposome, genetic risks and the
environment, various health hazard agents, risk assessment, environmental assessment and preparedness, and analysis of sub-lethal effects at the
molecular level are also discussed. In closing, the book provides comprehensive information on the diagnosis of exposure, and on health concerns related
to toxic chemical and biological agents.
The African Charter of Human and People's Rights Fatsah Ouguergouz 2003-01-01 - PART ONE -.
Business Communication for Success Scott McLean 2010
Ethics for the Information Age Michael Jay Quinn 2006 Widely praised for its balanced treatment of computer ethics, Ethics for the Information Age offers a
modern presentation of the moral controversies surrounding information technology. Topics such as privacy and intellectual property are explored through
multiple ethical theories, encouraging readers to think critically about these issues and to make their own ethical decisions.
Routledge International Handbook of Women's Sexual and Reproductive Health Jane M. Ussher 2019-09-23 The Routledge International Handbook of
Women’s Sexual and Reproductive Health is the authoritative reference work on important, leading-edge developments in the domains of women’s sexual
and reproductive health. The handbook adopts a life-cycle approach to examine key milestones and events in women’s sexual and reproductive health.
Contributors drawn from a range of disciplines, including psychology, medicine, nursing and midwifery, sociology, public health, women’s studies, and
indigenous studies, explore issues through three main lenses: the biopsychosocial model feminist perspectives international, multidisciplinary perspectives

that acknowledge the intersection of identities in women’s lives. The handbook presents an authoritative review of the field, with a focus on state-of-the-art
work, encouraging future research and policy development in women’s sexual and reproductive health. Finally, the handbook will inform health care
providers about the latest research and clinical developments, including women’s experiences of both normal and abnormal sexual and reproductive
functions. Drawing upon international expertise from leading academics and clinicians in the field, this is essential reading for scholars and students
interested in women’s reproductive health.
Billboard 1954-05-15 In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and
data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and
mobile entertainment issues and trends.
Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms United States. Joint Chiefs of Staff 1994
The Cultural Cold War Frances Stonor Saunders 2013-11-05 During the Cold War, freedom of expression was vaunted as liberal democracy’s most
cherished possession—but such freedom was put in service of a hidden agenda. In The Cultural Cold War, Frances Stonor Saunders reveals the
extraordinary efforts of a secret campaign in which some of the most vocal exponents of intellectual freedom in the West were working for or subsidized by
the CIA—whether they knew it or not. Called "the most comprehensive account yet of the [CIA’s] activities between 1947 and 1967" by the New York
Times, the book presents shocking evidence of the CIA’s undercover program of cultural interventions in Western Europe and at home, drawing together
declassified documents and exclusive interviews to expose the CIA’s astonishing campaign to deploy the likes of Hannah Arendt, Isaiah Berlin, Leonard
Bernstein, Robert Lowell, George Orwell, and Jackson Pollock as weapons in the Cold War. Translated into ten languages, this classic work—now with a
new preface by the author—is "a real contribution to popular understanding of the postwar period" (The Wall Street Journal), and its story of covert cultural
efforts to win hearts and minds continues to be relevant today.
Vegas at Odds James P. Kraft 2009-12-09 The stories of the shadowy networks and wealthy people who bankrolled and sustained Las Vegas's
continuous reinvention are well documented in works of scholarship, journalism, and popular culture. Yet no one has studied closely and over a long period
of time the dynamics of the workforce -- the casino and hotel workers and their relations with the companies they work for and occasionally strike against.
James P. Kraft here explores the rise and changing fortunes of organized and unorganized labor as Las Vegas evolved from a small, somewhat seedy
desert oasis into the glitzy tourist destination that it is today. Drawing on scores of interviews, personal and published accounts, and public records, Kraft
brings to life the largely behind-the-scenes battles over control of Sin City workplaces between 1960 and 1985. He examines successful and failed
organizing drives, struggles over pay and equal rights, and worker grievances and arbitration to show how the resort industry's evolution affected hotel and
casino workers. From changes in the political and economic climate to large-scale strikes, backroom negotiations, and individual worker-supervisor
confrontations, Kraft explains how Vegas's overwhelmingly service-oriented economy works -- and doesn't work -- for the people and companies who cater
to the city's pleasure-seeking visitors. American historians and anyone interested in the history of labor or Las Vegas will find this account highly original,
insightful, and even-handed.
Preventing Tobacco Use Among Youth and Young Adults United States. Public Health Service. Office of the Surgeon General 2012 NOTE: NO FURTHER
DISCOUNT FOR THIS PRINT PRODUCT -- OVERSTOCK SALE -- Significantly reduced list price This Surgeon General s Report details the causes and
the consequences of tobacco use among youth and young adults by focusing on the social, environmental, advertising, and marketing influences that
encourage youth and young adults to initiate and sustain tobacco use. This is the first time tobacco data on young adults as a discrete population have
been explored in detail. The report also highlights successful strategies to prevent young people from using tobacco. This three volume set includes the
following items: A booklet containing highlights from the 2012 Surgeon General s report on tobacco use among youth and teens ages 12 through 17 and
young adults ages 18 through 26. This booklet provides an overview of tobacco use within this targeted age group. The second booklet is an Executive
Summary with two messages. One message from for Kathleen Sebelius, Secretary of Health and Human Services and a second message from Howard

Koh, Assistant Secretary of Health and contains a brief introduction to the set and summary and conclusions for each chapter contained in the final
volume. The final volume contains over 800 pages of documentation, interwoven with text and data addressing the adverse health consequences of
tobacco use by children and young adults. It includes research on a variety of topics, including nicotine addiction, trends in cigarette smoking among young
adults, trends in smokeless tobacco use and cigar smoking over time, genetic factors in tobacco use among youth, and mass media influence on smoking
to this age group to name a few. This third volume is rich with table data research findings to support the Surgeon General s concerns with America s use
and tobacco. If you would like to find similiar products, please check out our Alcoholism, Smoking, and Substance Abuse resources collection at this link:
https: //bookstore.gpo.gov/catalog/health-benefits/alcoholism-smoking-substance-abuse "
When Broadway Went to Hollywood Ethan Mordden 2016 The Wizard of Oz, Gigi, Top Hat, High Society - some of the most popular movie musicals ever
made were written by Broadway songwriters. The Sound of Music, Chicago, West Side Story, The Music Man, Grease - some of the other most popular
movie musicals were adaptations of Broadway shows. From the very first talkies to the present, Broadway's composers and lyricists have given much of
their best work to the movies - but with varying results. In the 1930s, Rodgers and Hart's Love Me Tonight, with Maurice Chevalier and Jeanette
MacDonald at their sexiest, is a masterpiece of fairytale sophistication. But Hallelujah, I'm a Bum, an Al Jolson vehicle about tramps in Central Park, is one
of the outstanding flops, partly because Rodgers and Hart wrote it as a kind of opera that is spoken instead of sung. Or take the big films based on
Broadway shows in the 1960s. After The Sound of Music, Hollywood sought to fill the screen with lots of scenery, lots of drama, and lots of Julie Andrews.
But Camelot and Hello, Dolly! had too much scenery, Paint Your Wagon was the hippie musical, and Song of Norway was simply loony. Even Julie
Andrews couldn't save the Broadway bio film called Star!, all about the adventures of Gertrude Lawrence.
Evolution and Human Behavior 2008
Nurturing Masculinities Nefissa Naguib 2015-11-15 Two structuring concepts have predominated in discussions concerning how Middle Eastern men enact
their identity culturally: domination and patriarchy. Nurturing Masculinities dispels the illusion that Arab men can be adequately represented when we
speak of them only in these terms. By bringing male perspectives into food studies, which typically focus on the roles of women in the production and
distribution of food, Nefissa Naguib demonstrates how men interact with food, in both political and domestic spheres, and how these interactions reflect
important notions of masculinity in modern Egypt. In this classic ethnography, narratives about men from a broad range of educational backgrounds, age
groups, and social classes capture a holistic representation of masculine identity and food in modern Egypt on familial, local, and national levels. These
narratives encompass a broad range of issues and experiences, including explorations of traditions surrounding food culture; displays of caregiving and
love when men recollect the taste, feel, and fragrance of food as they discuss their desires to feed their families well and often; and the role that men,
working to ensure the equitable distribution of food, played during the Islamist movement of the Muslim Brotherhood in 2011. At the core of Nurturing
Masculinities is the idea that food is a powerful marker of manhood, fatherhood, and family structure in contemporary Egypt, and by better understanding
these foodways, we can better understand contemporary Egyptian society as a whole.
Genital Cutting: Protecting Children from Medical, Cultural, and Religious Infringements George C. Denniston 2013-06-03 This volume contains the
proceedings of the 10th International Symposium on Circumcision, Genital Integrity, and Human Rights. Authors are international experts in their fields,
and the book contains the most up-to-date information on the issue of genital cutting of infants and children from medical, legal, bioethical, and human
rights perspectives.
Circumcision Edward Wallerstein 1980
No Logo Naomi Klein 2000-01-15 An analysis of the invasion of our personal lives by logo-promoting, powerful corporations combines muckraking
journalism with contemporary memoir to discuss current consumer culture
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